Fourth in the Piano Skills series, the Black Book is a fun collection of 4 part music aimed at classroom pupils playing at a standard between grades 1 - 3. The pieces were initially composed and arranged to supply my pupils with fresh and exciting material for school concerts and the ensemble section of the GCSE syllabus. Now all together in book form, you can use them too. The pieces are intended to be played on electronic keyboards but other instruments could also use them so a set of B flat parts have been supplied. To help get keyboard players started registration suggestions have been given and can be found on page 24. Note: Parts can be removed from the book to create 5 separate booklets, 4 keyboard parts and 1 for B flat instruments. Contents: Concert Medley - Ode to Joy - Largo from New World Symphony - Land of Hope and Glory * Cool Blu * Disco Ball Of The Mountain King * Silent Night * Entry Of The Gladiators * Rag doll Rag
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